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for this purpose mostly indicated their competency for
monitoring free-living subjects [3-5]. Accelerometers can
provide objective as well as quantitative information about
human movement, which along with their small size and
relatively low cost makes them convenient tools for motion
monitoring applications.

ABSTRACT
A generic platform for continuously and unobtrusively
monitoring human motion activity is deployed. Wirelessly
transmitted data from a single three-axis accelerometer
integrated into the headband is collected in real time on a laptop,
and then analyzed to extract two sets of features necessary for
posture/movement classification. The received acceleration
signals is decomposed with discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
to extract the first set of features; any change of the smoothness
of the signal that reflects a transition between postures is
detected at the finer DWT resolution levels. Fuzzy logic
inference system (FIS) then uses the previous posture transition
and the second set of features to choose one of eight different
posture categories, namely sit, stand, lie on back, lie on left, lie
on right, bend, walk, and run. Using the classifier in typical
everyday activity among multiple users indicated more than
96.9%, 94.2%, 97.5% accuracy in detecting the static postures,
walking, and running, respectively. Identifying the dynamic
transitions among these steady postures achieved 92.6%
accuracy.

An extensive amount of research has been performed using
body worn sensors for human posture classification and gait
analysis [1, 6]. Today, we see even more research on human
motion analysis, mainly focusing on developing wireless health
systems with fully integrated, wearable, multifunctional designs
[7-8]. In addition to the aforementioned developments, which
are mainly developed in academia, some of the commerciallyavailable ambulatory systems for human posture detection and
gait analysis are based on accelerometers and gyroscopes
embedded in a Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN), which is
a particular implementation of a Personal Area Network (PAN)
structure. Performance may be further improved by attaching
magnetometers and other sensors, depending on the specific
types of motion, as well as the data to be collected [9-10].
The process of human posture classification from accelerometer
data cannot be obtained by a simple look-up-table, as the
accelerometer signature for different human postures is not
mutually exclusive and unique. Current state-of-the-art involves
use of several of the accelerometer data features and some
empirical knowledge to arrive at a decision on the posture type.
If done properly, this manual procedure is reliable, however it is
labor intensive and due to large amount of data it can be very
inefficient. Therefore, it is important to develop an autonomous
posture classification system. Some potential techniques that
can be used for automatic posture classification are: (i) fixed
threshold methods [11-12]; (b) pattern recognition strategies [3];
(c) neural network techniques [2,13]; and (d) fuzzy logic [1416]. Among these methods, fuzzy logic is perhaps the best
suited for the problem at hand as rationalized in [16].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Most ambulatory systems use accelerometers to sense linear
accelerations and gyroscopes to sense angular velocity. Human
movement is generally assessed in the laboratory or clinic
environment. Although laboratory techniques can provide
accurate and valuable clinical insight on human activities, the
obtained results can be significantly different from those
recorded in the unrestricted environment outside the laboratory
[1-2]. Technological advancements in the past few decades have
led to development of miniature, light weight and low cost
accelerometers; hence increasing the interest in using
accelerometry as a tool for assessing human ambulatory
movement. Studies in which accelerometers have been applied

In this study, the sensing unit for the headband consists of a
miniature tri-axial accelerometer. This system is used to detect
and distinguish between various human activities, namely, static
postures (sit, stand, lie, bend) or dynamic postures (transition
between static postures as well as walking, running, etc.).
Internally referenced inertial sensing technology is well suited
for this application, where head movements during both static
and dynamic postures are to be sensed. This setting is
compelling from a technical standpoint as it meets all mandatory
technical specifications, including both the frequency content of
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Where Sa is the measured electrical signal, a is the inertial
acceleration of the body on which the accelerometer device is

mounted, g is the gravitational acceleration constant, and n is
the unit vector in the direction of the sensitive axis.

active human motion and the peak resolution of the MEMS
accelerometer devices.
The development of a fuzzy logic system for posture
classification is described in this paper. The fuzzy logic
classification algorithm is implemented using MATLAB. This
implementation is suitable for modification and expansion of the
designed system without increasing the effort and cost, which
provides a convenient way to improve performance of the
system with accumulation of more empirical and theoretical
knowledge about the classification thresholds.

Extending this to a tri-axial accelerometer system with sensitive
 

axes along a x , a y and a z given that the body frame (b) is
aligned with the axes of the sensors:
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The posture of the head can now be represented by the three
Euler angles yaw (ȥ), pitch (ș), and roll (ĳ) and their
corresponding rotation matrices Tĳ, Tș, and Tȥ. Hence, the
rotation matrix from the body frame to the navigation frame is
defined as follows:

2. KINEMATIC MODEL
2.1 System Configuration
The three-dimensional (3D) headband system illustrated in Fig.
1 consists of a single tri-axial accelerometer worn at the
forehead. Building a system based on the accelerometers alone
will require developing a kinematic model to capture additional
degrees of freedom beyond the three linear accelerations
measured by the sensor. The acceleration data from the
headband system is used to determine the orientation of the
system with reference to the global system. To simplify the
calculation and conversions from the individual accelerometer’s
coordinate system frame to the fixed navigation frame, the
orientation of the accelerometers are chosen as depicted in Fig.
1, showing the layout of sensors and coordinates of the
navigation frame (n) and the body frame (b).
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where a i and a i are the acceleration with respect to the
navigation frame and the body frame, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 1. i= X, Y, and Z, while j in Tj’s corresponds to ĳ, ș, ȥ,
respectively.

The navigation frame, n, is fixed and Xn, Yn and Zn axes are
perpendicular to each other, where the direction of Xn is along
the gravitational force. The body frame b on the headband is
movable and Xb, Yb and Zb axes are perpendicular to each other.
The body frame origin is located at the midway between the left
and right ears. This way, the Xb axis is aligned in opposing
direction to the normal of the plane formed by the accelerometer
position and the two ears location. The orientation of the
headband system is represented by the three Euler angles, yaw
(ȥ), pitch (ș), and roll (ĳ), where the order of rotation is about
the Xb, Zb and Yb axes, respectively.

n

According to [17], seeking a matrix Tb that transforms the
body frame of the head into that of the navigation frame will
facilitate the calculations.
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is also known as Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) which is

used for vector transformation of the accelerations from the
body frame to the navigation frame.
In the stationary position of head, one can easily determine the
posture, because there is no external force applied to the system
except the gravity. However, since the rotation plane of the
angle ȥ is perpendicular to gravity, we cannot calculate ȥ from
the accelerometer measurement alone. Thus, we assume ȥ to be
zero to solve for the static case.

Figure 1. Coordinate systems of navigation frame (n) and
body frame (b), along with sensor orientation.
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Therefore the acceleration in the navigation frame ( A ) is
*b
*
gravity G , while the acceleration in the body frame ( A ) is
the accelerometer measurement. The following equation models
the stationary situation.

2.2 System Modeling
Assume that a single-axis accelerometer is modeled by (1).
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classifier and are summarized in Table 1. . There can be many
variations on human postures among subjects, such as difference
in preferred orientation of the head, the velocity of the center of
the body, and the kinematic properties of the head during
different postures which may result in different acceleration
signatures. Hence classification based on acceleration
measurements is a challenging task. Input of the System

(5)

a zb ]T

is the acceleration in the

body frame introduced in Fig. 1. This is the measured
acceleration from the calibrated accelerometer without any
transformation.

Utilizing the combined features of time-domain, frequencydomain and time-frequency-domain (i.e., wavelet) is a useful
framework for posture classification. Therefore, to distinguish
between the static/dynamic postures presented in Table 1 the
parameters extracted from the time domain (i.e. mean and tilting
angle) and the frequency-domain (i.e. energy) are utilized. To
detect the dynamic transitions, the wavelet domain features
(including the mean difference between consecutive windows,
standard deviation derived from the approximated version of the
signal, and signal approximation/detail at different scales using
different mother wavelet functions) are used.

By the orthogonal property of the DCM and assuming ȥ=0:
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Based on equation (6), one can derive the following relations:
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Table 1. output of the fuzzy classifier system
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and hence the mathematical parameters for head posture
modeling can be derived from acceleration data:
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3. ALGORITHM
3.1 General System Descriptions
Herein, a fuzzy logic system is intended to infer the possible
posture types based on the available orthogonal acceleration
measurements by using fuzzy logic reasoning. Hence within any
time frame of analysis, the acceleration measurements reflect
the relative characteristics of the posture in the time window
under consideration. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm
requires computational capabilities which are not feasible for
mobile and handheld devices.

3.3 Data Acquisition and Feature Extraction
The linear accelerations of the head due to different static
postures and dynamic activities measured in three orthogonal
sensitive axes X, Y, and Z are recorded and transferred
wirelessly to a laptop using the prototype system; further details
are available in our previous work described in [16]. The digital
signals are calibrated upon reception and are converted to ‘g’
values using equation (9).

3.2 Output of the System
By careful analysis of the acceleration data, different variety of
postures can be assessed, and mainly categorized as: static
postures or dynamic activities. Static posture can be classified as
sitting, standing, lying on different sides, and bending. The
dynamic activity can be more specifically discriminated as
walking, running, and posture transition among different static
postures based on acceleration amplitude and intensity.

D

AR  v go
S

(9)

where A is the output of the analog to digital converter (ADC),
R is the resolution of the ADC, v go is the zero-g voltage, and S

In reality the possibilities of posture states are endless, however,
in this fuzzy logic classification system the attention is only on
the dominant posture types in ones daily physical activities.
Therefore 14 categories have been chosen as the outputs of the

is the accelerometer’s sensitivity.



Data acquisition for test and evaluation of six different static
postures (sitting, standing, lying on back, lying on left, lying on
right, and bending forward), dynamic activities (walking and
running), as well as dynamic transitions among them, are
performed by a 30 years old (male) and 23 years old (female)
healthy subjects. After calibrating the digital signals, different
features are extracted from the raw accelerometer data using a
window size of 64 samples, with 25% of window size
overlapping between consecutive windows. This method allows
features to be extracted from 1 second-long acceleration
measurements. As mentioned earlier, for static posture
identification, two sets of features are utilized: the first set
(including mean, energy, and tilt angle) is used to identify the
static or dynamic postures using fuzzy logic based algorithm,
while the second set (including the standard deviation, mean
difference between consecutive windows, and the difference
between the signal approximations at Level 9 and Level 1) are
used to distinguish between dynamic transitions (i.e., postures 914 in Table 1) using the threshold method. The second set is
extracted from the approximated acceleration signals (i.e.,
results from the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)) of the
three axes of the accelerometer and are calculated in real-time
using the wavelet toolbox in MATLAB.
Signal mean

For better clarity, the aforementioned time domain features are
extracted and displayed in Fig. 2 from the raw acceleration
measurement data.

3.4 Architecture of Human Posture
Classifier
The 3-axis accelerometer is first calibrated in the sitting mode;
all other postures are referenced to this state. Figure 3 shows the
measurement flow from the acquired acceleration signals in the
X, Y and Z directions. The data is captured in a time window of
64 samples and calibrated to remove the DC offset. The two sets
of previously defined features are then calculated. A dynamic
posture transition is detected using the second set of features.
For example, if a posture transition has been detected, the
sampling process continues until the acceleration signal settles
and the posture transition is completed. The second set of
features of the resultant sample window is extracted and used to
identify the type of posture transition. If no posture transition is
detected, then according to either the initial or previous
condition, the relevant static/dynamic posture is identified using
the fuzzy logic inference system.

a j and tilting angle (ĳj) are used herein to detect

the head posture. The signal mean is calculated using (10a) and
tilting angle is estimated by (10b). Standard deviation which is
calculated based on (10c) is a clear choice for estimating the
intensity of an activity. This is a measure of the effective energy
or power content of the vibration signal along with the spectral
features like energy.
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In these equations, ‘n’ is the sampled window length and ‘j’
corresponds to either of X, Y, or Z axes, respectively.
Figure 2. The extracted feature values using time sample
window of length 64 from X (blue), Y(red), and Z(green) for
the static/dynamic postures listed in Table 1: (a) mean; (b)
energy; and (c) tilting angle.

Signal energy (Ej) is derived by obtaining the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of the accelerometer measurements as
presented in (11). FFT is applied on the same 64 sample
windows that are used to extract other features for each axis.
Once the FFT is obtained, signal energy is calculated by
summing the discrete FFT component magnitudes and dividing
the sum by the sampled window length ‘n’ for normalization;
n

Ej
where

¦A
i 1

2

The core of the classification procedure is the fuzzy logic
inference system (FIS; classifier II depicted in Fig. 3). First, the
9 extracted features (mean, energy, and tilt angle for each
acceleration axis, i.e., X, Y, Z) are fuzzified by using
membership functions (μs). Several functional forms can
provide adequate representation of membership functions, such
as triangle, trapezoidal, Gaussian shapes, S and Z curves, and
beta functions. In human posture classification problem, we
expect that most membership functions have a wide flat region
with maximum value equal to 1. One posture type such as lying
can have a wide range of mean acceleration in the Y direction.
In other words, there is no single value of mean acceleration

2
ji

(11)

A ji is the ith FFT component of the acceleration

sampled window, while j corresponds to X, Y, and Z axes,
respectively.



percent of the maximum beta function amplitude, and finally,

for lying, but rather a preferred region, such as -1.2 to -0.8 m/s2.
The best MBF to represent this is a function that is flat over the
preferred region and tapers off outside this range. The beta
function has these desired characteristics; therefore, this form of
the membership functions is chosen. The robustness of the static
posture classifier is guaranteed by the long tail of the beta
function [16].

‘m’ is simply calculated as

W1 W 2 .
2

Figure 4. Beta membership function.
There are 8 membership functions (one for each static/dynamic
posture type) related to each of the 9 input variables in the FIS.
After fuzzification, the IF–THEN rule inference is carried out
based on the rule base for the classification system. To consider
the effect of all the rules, rule aggregation is applied. The last
step is defuzzification, which converts the aggregated result to a
single posture type.
Table 2. Calculated thresholds of acceleration-based feature
values for different static human postures

Figure 3. The architecture of static/dynamic human posture
classification model.
Once the acceleration features are selected and extracted, two
threshold levels (namely Ĳ1 and Ĳ2) are used to describe the
membership function for each feature related to the first eighth
posture types defined in Table 1. A good approach to extract Ĳ1
and Ĳ2 of the source feature is by variable thresholding using
mean (ȝF) and standard deviation of the feature values (ıF) as
described in (12) [18].

W1
W2

PF  3uV F
PF  3uV F

a
Table 3. Membership functions parameters ( x )

(12)

The extracted thresholds of these features related to basic static
postures are tabulated in Table 2.
The three corresponding parameters of the beta function, namely
m, a, and b (see Fig. 4) for

ax

related to the static/dynamic

postures are listed in Table 3. The center of the function ‘m’, the
half-width at inflection point ‘a’, and the slope of the curve ‘b’
are extracted. The width of the beta function is determined from
50 percent amplitude points. The slope of the curve ‘b’ is
derived by selecting the threshold levels Ĳ1 and Ĳ2 to be 95



movements. In this work accelerometer data is analyzed and
specific features are extracted from it to facilitate the
classification process. The performance is validated by close
comparison between the recorded activities by an observer and
the classifier output. This unique algorithm is strong and yet
easy to expand by integrating additional static/dynamic postures
into the classifier to enhance the performance for certain
applications.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Head acceleration measurements due to different static and
dynamic postures (Table 1) were recorded at a sampling
frequency 64 Hz from 4 healthy subjects (one female and three
males) with age ranges 22-30 years old. The volunteers were
asked to naturally perform a series of activities without any
specific constraints on the speed or the order of activities.
The raw data received in real- time from tri-axial accelerometer
worn on the forehead are processed using the classification
algorithm. The time stamp of each activity performed by the
subject is manually reported by the observer. This method
allows a comparison between the classifier output and the actual
performed posture/activity (i.e., to evaluate classification
performance) and was averaged to obtain overall classification
accuracy as illustrated in Table 4.
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